O Sing Joyfully

---

Sopr:

\[
\text{O sing joy\textbf{-}ful\textbf{-}ly, O sing joy\textbf{-}ful\textbf{-}ly un\textbf{-}to Godour strength:}
\]

Alto:

\[
\text{O sing joy\textbf{-}ful\textbf{-}ly, O sing joy\textbf{-}ful\textbf{-}ly un\textbf{-}to Godour strength:}
\]

Tenor:

\[
\text{O sing joy\textbf{-}ful\textbf{-}ly, O sing joy\textbf{-}ful\textbf{-}ly un\textbf{-}to Godour strength: make a}
\]

Bass:

\[
\text{make a cheer\textbf{-}ful noise, make a cheer\textbf{-}ful noise un\textbf{-}to the}
\]

\[
\text{make a cheer\textbf{-}ful noise, make a cheer\textbf{-}ful noise un\textbf{-}to the God}
\]

\[
\text{make a cheer\textbf{-}ful noise, make a cheer\textbf{-}ful noise un\textbf{-}to the God of}
\]

\[
\text{God of Ja\textbf{-}cob. Take\textbf{-} the song,}
\]
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\[
\text{Take\textbf{-} the song,}
\]

\[
\text{Take\textbf{-} the song,}
\]

\[
\text{Take\textbf{-} the song,}
\]

\[
\text{Ja\textbf{-}cob. Take\textbf{-} the song,}
\]
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